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A finite action principle for Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet anti−de Sitter gravity is achieved supplement-
ing the bulk Lagrangian by a suitable boundary term, whose form substantially differs in odd and
even dimensions. For even dimensions, this term is given by the boundary contribution in the Eu-
ler theorem with a coupling constant fixed demanding the spacetime to have constant (negative)
curvature in the asymptotic region. For odd dimensions, the action is stationary under a boundary
condition on the variation of the extrinsic curvature. A well-posed variational principle leads to an
appropriate definition of energy and other conserved quantities using the Noether theorem, and to
a correct description of black hole thermodynamics. In particular, this procedure assigns a nonzero
energy to anti-de Sitter spacetime in all odd dimensions.
In recent years, several experiments carried out sug-
gest observational evidence for a positive value of the
cosmological constant [1]. Nonetheless, from a theoret-
ical point of view, the idea of existence of extra dimen-
sions and alternative gravity theories does not rule out a
negative cosmological constant in a higher-dimensional
spacetime. On the contrary, for example, particular
braneworld models induce a zero or positive cosmolog-
ical constant on a four-dimensional Universe [2].
A negative cosmological constant is also appealing be-
cause of the possibility of a profound connection between
anti-de Sitter gravity and a conformal field theory (CFT)
living on its boundary, that has attracted a considerable
attention in the literature [3]. Even though some remark-
able progress has been achieved on a rather case-by-case
basis, a general proof of this duality remains unknown. In
that context, the existence of a nonzero energy for anti-de
Sitter (AdS) vacuum spacetime in the gravity side may be
helpful to identify the corresponding CFT at the bound-
ary. Indeed, in five dimensions, the matching between
the zero-point energy for Schwarzschild-AdS black hole
and the induced (Casimir) energy of a precise boundary
field theory is one of the best known examples that re-
alizes this bulk/boundary correspondence [4]. General
Relativity with AdS asymptotics requires a regulariza-
tion procedure in order to define a finite energy for the
solutions of the theory. Logically, a vacuum energy can
appear only when this mechanism does not invoke the
substraction of a background configuration as, e.g., in
Hamiltonian formalism. That is the case of the coun-
terterms method [5, 6], where the finiteness of the action
and its energy-momentum tensor is obtained by the ad-
dition of covariant functionals of the boundary metric,
constructed by solving the Einstein equations in a given
asymptotic form of the metric [7]. In spite this algorithm
provides the correct counterterms for many cases, in high
enough dimension it becomes rather cumbersome, what
makes the full series still unknown. It is clear that the
inclusion of quadratic curvature terms in the action will
turn this method of regularization even more complex.
In this article, we introduce the boundary terms that
make the definition of energy in Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
gravity finite in all dimensions. On the contrary to the
standard approach, these terms appear as given geo-
metrical structures, where the regularization procedure
amounts to fix a single coupling constant in a well-defined
variational problem for precise asymptotic conditions.
In D = d+ 1 dimensions, the EGB action can be sup-
plemented by a boundary term Bd
ID=
1
16πGD
∫
M
dDx
√
−gˆ
[
Rˆ − 2Λ + α(RˆµνκλRˆµνκλ−
−4RˆµνRˆµν+Rˆ2)
]
+ cd
∫
∂M
Bd, (1)
that regularizes either the conserved quantities and
the Euclidean action. Hatted quantities stand for D-
dimensional ones. It is well known that coupling a Gauss-
Bonnet term still gives second-order field equations, and
in an effective action of string theory it corresponds to
the leading order quantum corrections to standard grav-
ity [8]. Braneworld cosmologies with curvature correc-
tions have also been considered, e.g. in [9, 10]. For later
convenience, we take the above action in the language of
differential forms
ID=
1
16π(D−2)!GD
∫
M
ǫA1...AD
(
RˆA1A2+D−2
Dℓ2
eA1eA2
)
eA3...eAD
+α(D−2)(D−3)ǫA1...ADRˆA1A2RˆA3A4eA5...eAD+cd
∫
∂M
Bd,(2)
where the cosmological constant Λ = − (D−1)(D−2)2ℓ2 , the
orthonormal vielbein eA = eAµdx
µ and the curvature 2-
form is defined as RˆAB = 12 RˆµνκλeAµeBνdxκdxλ in terms
of the spacetime Riemman tensor. Wedge products
are omitted throughout. We will also use the symbol
2κ
D
=[16π(D−2)!GD]−1. We will consider spaces of neg-
ative constant curvature in the asymptotic region, which
means that at the boundary
Rˆµνκλ +
1
ℓ2eff
δ
[µν]
[κλ] = 0, (3)
where the effective AdS radius is 1
ℓ2
eff
= 1±
√
1+8Λα∗
2(D−1)(D−2)α∗ and
α∗=α (D−3)(D−4)(D−1)(D−2) .
In general, any spacetime metric can be put in Gauss-
normal coordinates ds2 = N2(ρ)dρ2 + hij(x, ρ)dx
idxj .
For AAdS spaces in EGB gravity (3), the Fefferman-
Graham expansion of the metric is also valid and de-
fined by N = ℓeff/2ρ, hij = gij(x, ρ)/ρ and the expansion
gij=g(0)ij+ρg(1)ij+ρ
2g(2)ij+..., where g(0) represents the
metric of the conformal boundary ρ = 0 [11, 12]. The
extrinsic curvature Kij = −∂ρhij/2N takes the form
Kij=Kjℓh
ℓi=
1
ℓeff
δij −
ρ
ℓeff
(g−1(0)g(1))
i
j + ..., (4)
that means that at the boundary
Kij =
1
ℓeff
δij . (5)
In the variational problem of a gravity theory hij andKij
are independent variables. A well-posed action principle
is defined for suitable boundary conditions for these fields
that makes the on-shell action stationary. In the present
paper, for the odd-dimensional case, we will consider that
at the boundary the variations obey
δKij = 0, (6)
–what is compatible with fixing the conformal metric on
∂M [13]– and introduce the appropriate boundary term
which makes the EGB action to reach an extremum.
Contrary to the standard Dirichlet approach to regularize
the AdS action, where the counterterms are constructed
out only of intrinsic quantities, the boundary terms pro-
posed here explicitly contain also the extrinsic curvature,
making evident that we are not dealing with the same ac-
tion principle.
In AdS gravity, odd and even dimensions have different
essential features (existence of Weyl anomalies, vacuum
energy, etc.) that suggest technical differences concern-
ing their regularization (e.g., as in the standard holo-
graphic renormalization). As we shall see below, the
difference in the prescriptions to treat even and odd di-
mensional cases is related to the existence of topological
invariants [14, 15].
Odd-dimensional case. Starting for conciseness
with D = 5, the boundary term that leads to a well-
defined variation of the action is
B4=ǫA1...A5θ
A1A2eA3
(
RA4A5+1
2
θA4Cθ
CA5+
1
6ℓ2eff
eA4eA5
)
=
√
−h δ[i1i2i3][j1j2j3]K
j1
i1
(
Rj2j3i2i3 −K
j2
i2
Kj3i3 +
1
3ℓ2eff
δj2i2 δ
j3
i3
)
d4x,
where the second fundamental form θAB = nAKB −
nBKA, KA=KABe
B, KAB=−hCAhDBnC;D, and nA is the
unit normal vector at the boundary. In the ordered frame
(e1=Ndρ, ea=eaidx
i) its only non-vanishing components
are θ1a=−Ka=−Kijeaidxj . RAB and Rijkℓ are the cur-
vature 2-form and the Riemann tensor of the boundary
metric respectively. An arbitrary variation of the action
(2) produces the equations of motion plus a surface term
δI5=
∫
M
(E.O.M.)+
∫
∂M
2κ
5
ǫabcdδK
aeb(eced+12αRˆcd)
+4c4ǫabcdδK
aeb
(
Rˆcd+ 1
3ℓ2eff
eced
)
−2c4ǫabcd(δKaeb−Kaδeb)
(
Rcd− 1
2
KcKd+
1
2ℓ2eff
eced
)
.(7)
The last term in (7) is canceled by the conditions (5), (6).
Assuming the asymptotic behavior (3) for the curvature,
the coupling c4 is fixed as c4 = (ℓ
2
eff − 12α)/128πG5 to
cancel the rest of the terms.
For any odd dimensionD=2n+1, the generalization of
the previous boundary term can be written in a compact
form using parametric integrations
B2n=n
∫ 1
0
dt
∫ t
0
ds ǫA1...A2n+1θ
A1A2eA3
(
RA4A5+t2θA4CθCA5+
s2
ℓ2eff
eA4eA5
)
...
(
RA2nA2n+1+t2θA2nF θFA2n+1+
s2
ℓ2eff
eA2neA2n+1
)
(8)
=2n
√
−h
∫ 1
0
dt
∫ t
0
ds δ
[i1...i2n−1]
[j1...j2n−1]
Kj1i1
(1
2
Rj2j3i2i3−t2K
j2
i2
Kj3i3+
s2
ℓ2eff
δj2i2δ
j3
i3
)
...
(1
2
R
j2n−2j2n−1
i2n−2i2n−1
−t2Kj2n−2i2n−2K
j2n−1
i2n−1
+
s2
ℓ2eff
δ
j2n−2
i2n−2
δ
j2n−1
i2n−1
)
d2nx. (9)
The on-shell variation of the action (2) is
δI2n+1=
∫
∂M
2κ
D
ǫa1...a2nδK
a1
(
ea2ea3+2α(D−2)(D−3)Rˆa2a3
)
ea4...ea2n
+2nc2n
∫ 1
0
dtǫa1...a2nδK
a1ea2
(
Rˆa3a4+ t
2
ℓ2eff
ea3ea4
)
...
(
Rˆa2n−1a2n+ t
2
ℓ2eff
ea2n−1ea2n
)
−2nc2n
∫ 1
0
dt t ǫa1...a2n(δK
a1ea2−Ka1δea2)
(
Ra3a4−t2Ka3Ka4+ t
2
ℓ2eff
ea3ea4
)
...
(
Ra2n−1a2n−t2Ka2n−1Ka2n+ t
2
ℓ2eff
ea2n−1ea2n
)
, (10)
and vanishes for the same boundary conditions as in the
five-dimensional case when
c2n=−ℓ2n−2eff
κ
D
n
[
1−2α
ℓ2eff
(D−2)(D−3)
][∫ 1
0
dt(t2−1)n−1
]−1
. (11)
Conserved quantities and vacuum energy. The
charges Q(ξ) associated to asymptotic Killing vectors ξ
–computed using the Noether theorem– are defined as in-
tegrals on the boundary of the spatial section Σ at con-
stant time. Their expression is naturally split in two
pieces
3Q(ξ) = q(ξ) + q0(ξ) (12)
q(ξ)=−
∫
∂Σ
κ
D
√
−h ǫi1...i2n(ξkKi1k)
(
δ
[i2i3]
[j2j3]
+2α(D−2)(D−3)Rˆi2i3j2j3
)
dxj2dxj3dxi4...dxi2n+2nc2n
√
−h
∫ 1
0
dt ǫi1...i2n(ξ
kKi1k)δ
i2
j2
(1
2
Rˆi3i4j3j4+
t2
ℓ2eff
δi3j3δ
i4
j4
)
...
(1
2
Rˆ
i2n−1i2n
j2n−1j2n
+
t2
ℓ2eff
δ
i2n−1
j2n−1
δi2nj2n
)
dxj2...dxj2n(13)
q0(ξ)=2nc2n
∫
∂Σ
√
−h
∫ 1
0
dt t ǫi1...i2nξ
k(δi2j2K
i1
k +δ
i2
k K
i1
j2
)
(1
2
Ri3i4j3j4−t2Ki3j3Ki4j4+
t2
ℓ2eff
δi3j3δ
i4
j4
)
...
(1
2
R
i2n−1i2n
j2n−1j2n
−t2Ki2n−1j2n−1Ki2nj2n+
t2
ℓ2eff
δ
i2n−1
j2n−1
δi2nj2n
)
dxj2...dxj2n. (14)
It can be shown that q(ξ) -in any odd dimension- can be
factorized by the l.h.s. of eq. (3), such that it identically
vanishes for spacetimes that satisfy (3) globally. Then,
q0(ξ) provides a tensorial formula for the vacuum energy
for AAdS spacetimes.
The static black hole solution of EGB gravity is [16]
ds2 = −∆2(r)dt2 + dr
2
∆2(r)
+ r2γmndθ
mdθn, (15)
where ∆2(r)=k+ r
2
2(D−1)(D−2)α∗
[
1±
√
1+8Λα∗+4(D−1)(D−2)α
∗µ
rD−1
]
,
with µ appearing as an integration constant, and γmn
(m,n = 1, ..., D − 2) is the metric of the transversal sec-
tion ΣkD−2 of constant curvature k = ±1, 0. Solution (15)
possesses an event horizon r+, which is the largest so-
lution to ∆2(r+) = 0. For the time-like Killing vector
ξ = ∂t, the mass is given by
q(∂t)=M=vol(Σ
k
D−2)(D−2)! (∆2)′
{
κ
D
[rD−2 +
+2α(D−2)(D−3)rD−4(k−∆2)]+nc2nr
∫ 1
0
dt
(
k−∆2+t
2r2
ℓ2eff
)n−1}∣∣∣∞
=
(D−2) vol(ΣkD−2)
16πGD
µ, (16)
(a prime stands for d/dr), while the vacuum energy is
q0(∂t)=E0=2nc2n(D−2)! vol(ΣkD−2)
(
∆2− r(∆
2)′
2
)
×
∫ 1
0
dt t
(
k−t2∆2+ t
2r2
ℓ2eff
)n−1∣∣∣∞
=(−k)n vol(Σ
k
D−2)
8πGD
ℓ2n−2eff
(2n−1)!!2
(2n)!
(
1− 2α
ℓ2eff
(D−2)(D−3)
)
.(17)
The orientation (e1, e0, em) is used throughout. Expres-
sion (17) specialized for D = 5 agrees with the vacuum
energy obtained by the surface counterterms method car-
ried out in [17]. In the limit of vanishing Gauss-Bonnet
coupling, formula (17) reduces to the vacuum energy for
Schwarzschild-AdS found with Dirichlet counterterms [6].
Black Hole Thermodynamics. The Euclidean period
β is defined as the inverse of black hole temperature T
such that in the Euclidean sector the solution (15) does
not have a conical singularity at the horizon and it is
given by β = 4π/(∆2)′|r+ . In the canonical ensemble,
the Euclidean action IE = S−βE defines the entropy S
and the thermodynamic energy E=−∂IE
∂β
of a black hole
for a fixed surface gravity. The Euclidean bulk action is
evaluated for a static black hole of the form (15) as
IEbulk=−κD(D−2)! vol(ΣkD−2)β { (∆2)′ [rD−2
+2α(D−2)(D−3)rD−4(k−∆2)] }|∞r+ , (18)
and the Euclidean boundary term as∫
∂M
BE2n=−n(D−2)! vol(ΣkD−2)β
[
r(∆2)′
∫ 1
0
dt
(
k−∆2+ t
2r2
ℓ2eff
)n−1
+2
(
∆2− r(∆
2)′
2
)∫ 1
0
dt t
(
k−t2∆2+ t
2r2
ℓ2eff
)n−1]∣∣∣∞. (19)
The contribution of the bulk action IEbulk at radial infinity
plus the Euclidean boundary term c2n
∫
∂M
BE2n –by virtue
of eqns. (16,17)–is equal to −β(M+E0). The finiteness of
the charges ensures that the divergencies at r=∞ of the
bulk Euclidean action are exactly canceled by the ones
coming from the boundary term. The thermodynamic
energy definition
E = −∂I
E
2n+1/∂r+
∂β/∂r+
= M + E0, (20)
recovers the same result for the total energy as from the
Noether charges defined above. Then, the entropy is the
contribution of the Euclidean action from the horizon
S =
vol(ΣkD−2) r
D−2
+
4GD
[
1+
2kα(D−2)(D−3)
r2+
]
, (21)
which agrees with the result of [17] obtained by regular-
izing the action with surface counterterms, and of [18]
using the prescription of [19] at the horizon.
Even-dimensional case. For D = 2n dimensions,
the boundary term is given by the (maximal) n−th Chern
form [20]
B2n−1=n
∫ 1
0
dt ǫA1...A2nθ
A1A2(RA3A4+t2θA3CθCA4)...
...(RA2n−1A2n+t2θA2n−1F θFA2n) (22)
=2n
√
−h
∫ 1
0
dt δ
[j1...j2n−1]
[i1...i2n−1]
Ki1j1
(1
2
Ri2i3j2j3−t2Ki2j2Ki3j3
)
...
...
(1
2
R
i2n−2i2n−1
j2n−2j2n−1
−t2Ki2n−2j2n−2K
i2n−1
j2n−1
)
d2n−1x.(23)
The on-shell variation of the action (2) is written as
δI2n=
∫
∂M
2κ
D
ǫa1...a2n−1δK
a1
(
ea2ea3+
+2α(D−2)(D−3)Rˆa2a3
)
ea4 ...ea2n−1
+2n c2n−1 ǫa1...a2n−1δK
a1Rˆa2a3 ...Rˆa2n−2a2n−1 ,(24)
4and vanishes for AAdS spacetimes (3) with an appropri-
ate choice of the coupling constant c2n−1
c2n−1= (−1)n ℓ2n−2eff
κ
D
n
(
1− 2α
ℓ2eff
(D−2)(D−3)
)
. (25)
The asymptotic condition (3) ensures a well-defined ac-
tion principle for even-dimensional EGB gravity, that is
the guiding line to achieve the finiteness of the conserved
charges constructed by the Noether theorem
Q(ξ)=−
∫
∂Σ
κ
D
√
−h ǫi1...i2n−1(ξkKi1k)
(
δ
[i2i3]
[j2j3]
+2α(D−2)(D−3)Rˆi2i3j2j3
)
dxj2dxj3dxi4...dxi2n−1
+n
c2n−1
2n−2
√
−h ǫi1...i2n−1(ξkKi1k)Rˆi2i3j2j3...Rˆ
i2n−2i2n−1
j2n−2j2n−1
dxj2...dxj2n−1.(26)
Themass for EGB-AdS black holes comes from the above
formula for ξ = ∂t, that is
Q(∂t)=M=vol(Σ
k
D−2)(D−2)! (∆2)′
{
κ
D
[rD−2 +
+2α(D−2)(D−3)rD−4(k−∆2)]+nc2n−1(k−∆2)n−1
}∣∣∣∞
=
(D−2)vol(ΣkD−2)
16πGD
µ, (27)
expression that again agrees with the standard results
in the literature [21]. The Euclidean continuation of the
boundary term is now given by∫
∂M
BE2n−1=−n(D−2)! vol(ΣkD−2)β (∆2)′(k−∆2)n−1
∣∣∣∞. (28)
The total Euclidean action IE2n = I
E
bulk + c2n−1
∫
∂M
BE2n−1
at infinity corresponds to −βM , whereM is the Noether
mass computed above. The same expression for the mass
is obtained from the thermodynamic energy
E = −∂I
E
2n/∂r+
∂β/∂r+
= M. (29)
For the entropy, the formula (21) is recovered for the
D=2n dimensional case [18].
Conclusions. Unlike the usual methods to compute the
conserved quantities and entropy in EGB gravity, here we
have introduced for all dimensions the explicit form of the
boundary terms that remove the divergencies in the en-
ergy definition and Euclidean action. We have also shown
that in order to satisfy the first law of black hole thermo-
dynamics in odd dimensions, the energy must appear as
shifted by a vacuum energy respect to the mass obtained
in background-substraction methods. The general for-
mula for the energy of AdS vacuum might provide some
insight on how gravity induces a corresponding CFT on
the boundary.
In the standard regularization of AdS gravity, one can
always add a counterterm that is a local functional of
the boundary metric. It has been proposed [18] that
this ambiguity might solve the problem of negative val-
ues of eq.(21), shifting the entropy by a constant. On the
contrary, in the present approach, additional boundary
terms would in general spoil the AAdS boundary con-
ditions considered here. The only remaining freedom is
the possibility of adding –in even dimensions– the Euler
topological term E2n [15] instead of the Chern form (22).
In that case, the entropy differs from the expression (21)
by a constant related to the Euler characteristic χ(M) of
the manifold, as noticed in [22] for EH-AdS gravity.
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